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INTRODUCTION 
The U.S. designs fcr its 
nside:::-ing several One i f> the 
Navy cc Centu:::-y (SC-21). 
[0:::- the 21st lOIlg slender 
Combatant Surface 
would have a hown in Such a ship or side hu l ls ; as s 
tri IT.aran wo.rship 
ana t wo outriggers, cenLer hull 
Fig. 1. 
Figu:::-e 1 . Baseline Det;ign Trimaran 
potelltia l ly )Qsit:ive char<:lcteristics: l arger beo.m 
Th '" de"'gn has seveeal I areater stahi"ty, "enle', and 
enhdIlced survlvabll_tv, ~ . second deck arrangel 
. better topside ana 
{permit:tlng _ re onl y a few. 
better seakeeping d 
One of the primary attractions of the trimaran is 
enhanced survivability against sea-skimming missiles. By 
placing vital spaces in the center hull and those of lesser 
importance in the side hulls, a buffer zone is created. This 
buffe r zone places the likely point of impact of a missile 
significantly away from the center hull . The greater distance 
between the missile hit and the center hull should allow the 
damage to be kept a way from vital spaces more easily. With 
the damage isolated to non-vital spaces it is more likely the 
ship will be able to continue its mission. 
The much larger beam of the tr imaran is also an 
attractive asset of the design. It allows for a large 
superstructure and a very large helicopter landing area. Now 
the sides of the ship and superstructure can be sloped for 
stealth purposes whi le still maintaining large interior 
volUme. The wide beam also allows for a second deck that is 
over 60 feet wide. The trimaran's dimensions and 
characteristics allow the warship designer to propose layouts 
and capabilities which are very attractive to the navy. 
The larger beam also creates a very stable platform, such 
that the draft of the center hull can be relatively shallow. 
The center hull is of the wave piercer design. This should 
allow the ship to slice through waves and reduce the pitching 
of such a relatively small, long ship. The lower resistance 
of a long slender hull is expected to offset the negative 
effects of the side hulls. 
The added stability due to this larger beam is also 
apparent when the ship is damaged and flooding has occurred. 
This wide ship has greater overall stability and greater 
transverse stability. A trimaran will experience less heel 
angle when damaged. The critical stability case occurs when 
one side hull is flooded and the other, as well as the center 
hull, is light - loaded. This can easily be corrected by 
ballasting the two nondamaged hulls. 
The trimaran being considered has a displacement of 4600 
long tons. It is comprised of a long narrow central hull and 
two very slender side hulls. The side hulls' lengtrl is 
approxir:.ately 30% of the ship's and they are supported by a 
central box structure that spans the beam. The center hull 
has an overall length of 516 feet (.;.81 ft at the water line) , 
a beam of 27 feet, and a 15.4 ft draft. Ea ch side hil l is 148 
feet long, has a neam of 6 f eet , and a draft of 6 feet. At 
the waterline approximately 13 feet separates each side hull 
from the center hul l . Each side hul l displaces 35 tons, 
0.775 % of the center hull displacement. The ship has an 
overall beam of 72.5 feet and a beam at the main deck of 63 
feet. Figures 2 and 3 show the half-breadth, profile, and 
body plans. 
~- -- --­
~- - - ---
Figure 2 . Baseline Desjgn Half - Breadth and Profile views 
I / 
V 
Figure 3. Baseline Design Body - Plan 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how the 
resistance properties and power requirements of this design 
would change if side hull displacement were changed. :'he 
above described ship was used as a baseline, with the effect 
of increasing side hull displacements compared to this 
baseline. Larger side hulls would allow for greater 
displacement-more volume, more equipment, potentially greater 
mission performance, greater stabilitYi but with a penalty. 
As the side hulls become larger, their resistance wi ll rise 
and the ship's horsepower will need to increase. This thesis 
wi ll provide an estimation of the horsepower requirement for 
a ship with greater displacement side hulls enabling one to 
decide if the beneiits of larger side hulls overcome the 
penalty of more resistance. Model data from the Taylor 
Standard Series (Gertler 1954) and Series 64 (Yeh 1965) 
used to determine the residual resistance coefficients and 
thereby allow an estimate of the required horsepower. 

II. RESISTANCE 
The resistance of a ship is the force that tends to 
impede its forward motion. Hydrodynamicists typica:"ly break 
resistance into two major components; frictional and residual, 
where the residual resistance is made up of wavemaking, eddy 
or viscous, viscous pressure, separation, wave breaking, and 
spray resistance. Determining resistance is the essential 
element in determining the power required to drive a ship. 
Finding the resistance of a hull shape can be done three 
ways: prototype testing, model testing, or numerical or 
computer methods. Rarely is the ship designer allowed the 
luxury of a prototype, and computer methods are still much of 
an art form (Append ix B), so model testing is the normal 
However, model testing is an extremely expensive and 
time intensive process, requiring skilled craftsman and 
elaborate facilities. Therefore, in early design stages the 
data from other model tests, organized in an orderly "series" 
of tests, are frequently used to estimate resistance. It is 
this approach which is used in this thesis to investigate the 
effects o f increasing side hull displacement. 
At low speed, friction is the vast majority of 
resistance, while at higher speeds wavemaking and other 
viscous effects predominate. The International Tow Tank 
Conference (ITTC) )957 model-ship correlation line is used to 
determine the frictional resistance coefficient. Two series 
of rrDdel tests, the Taylor Standard Series and Series 64, are 
frequently used in the determination of residual resistance. 
These two series are used in this thesis to find residual 
resistance coefficients to allow the comparison of the effects 
of larger side hulls A correlation allowance of O.4xlO"' - 3 is 
used to take into account the difference in the roughness of 
models compared to actual ships . Air drag, although a factor 
as side hull dimensions increase, is not considered. 
The Taylor Series and Series 64 are used to determine the 
bare hull calm water residual resistance of the individual 
hulls. When the hulls are joined together to form the 
trimaran, interference will occur . Interference is frequently 
used to describe the effects of the transverse and divergent 
wave systems of a hull combining. Here, interference is used 
to describe the effect the wave system of a hull has on 
another hull. This will be addressed later. 
III. USE OF SERIES 
A. OVERVIEW 
While larger side hulls provide added space and 
stability, their increased displacement will also entail an 
increase in horsepower required . To deLermine the effect on 
horsepower of larger side hulls, the EHP required to drive 
them was determined using t.he Taylor Standard Series and 
Series 61\. Neither series is fully applicable Lo these 
unusual hulls over the entire speed range of interest. 
However, a judicious use of both series will permit a usetul 
estimate of the effect of varied side hull displacements on 
total ship resistance. The increase in side hull displacement 
was achieved by scaling the original offsets. 
The commercial program General HydroStatics (GHS) was 
used to perform the seal ing. The program is capable of 
scaling the values of the offsets . Transverse and vertical 
values for the side hull were scaled by an equal value. This 
yielded geometrically similar side hul l s of several 
displacements, all greater t.han the original. The program was 
also used t o calculate the displacement, volume, and surface 
area of the side hulls. Scaling was performed to result in 
side hulls whose displacement was 1, 2, 3, 4 , and 5 percent of 
the center hull's. The original (unsealed) side hull has a 
displacement 0 . 775 percent of the center hull . The data 
obtained from the GHS program and the ships' dimensions were 
used to calculate required values and coe ffi cients of torm . 
To estimaLe the effective horsepower (EHP, horsepower 
required to achieve a given speed) of the hulls, their 
characteristics were applied to the Taylor Standard Serief> and 
Series 64 data. Use at these two series enabled ref>idual 
retlistance coefficients to be found and EHP to be cal c ulated . 
Residual reflistance coeffic:'ents were determined for each hull 
(0.775, 1,2,3,4,5% and the cenLer hull) at J7, 7.4 . 33, and 30 
kno t s. Figure 4 depicts fthe five side hull variations 
overlaid on the baselit:.e desig:l (frame 27"31 for comparisot:. . 
Table 1 presents measurements and coefficients of form used in 
the 
:d o ,,-C,o-, -cc-----;,.,-e --;O:---cc--cc-----;;---; 
; 
Figure 4. Relative Size comparison of Increased Side Hulls to 
Baseline Design 
)0 
Table 1 . Dimensions and Form Coef f icients . 
* Side hu l l vdlueB are fer one :;ide hull . 
B . TAYLOR SERIES 
Tile Taylo:::- Series is an exte!1<:;i.ve compilatio:l of data 
from t he te :; ti!1g 0 = a methodica l series o f ship models. It 
provides residual resistance coefficien t s over thr.ee beam - to -
draft ratjos (2.25, 3, and 3.75) dnd sev era l volumetric 
coefficients . Results obtained [rom the series provided an 
estimation of each hull's requirerl EHP. 
1. Center Hull 
Based on the baseline ship's offsets and GHS results the 
center hull displaces 4530 tons and has a waterline length of 
481.7 feet. This length results in relatively low speed- to-
length ratios; 30 knots is a speed- to-Iength of 1.37 
(Fr =0 . 41). The center hull's beam to draft ratio of 2.2 is 
j ust below the smallest Taylor Series ratio of 2 . 25 . Residual 
resistance coefficients were found for 17, 24 . 33, and 30 knots 
and were then used to find EHP . 
2 . Side Hulla 
The side hulls are extremely slender and shallow for 
their length (148 feet); the baseline side hull has a beam of 
5. fl feet and a draft of 5.7 feet. Tay lor Series data only 
covers speed-to - Iength ratios up to two. Therefore, EHP based 
on Taylor Series was ca l culated up to 24.33 knots (speed to 
length of 2. 0, Froude number Fr..,O. 6). Residual resistanc e 
coefficients are available for volumetric coefficients from 
lx10"'-3 to 5x10 .... - 3, however they are not available for all 
volumetric coefficients above a speed-to- length ratio of 1.2. 
The largest side hull considered, 5% of center hull 
displacement, has a volumetric coefficient of 2.4x 10 "'-3. The 
residual resistance coefficient for vo lumetri c 
coefficient equal to 2. 5xlO'" -3 ends at a speed to length of 
1.43 (17 . 4 knots), therefore 17 knots was chosen for 
evaluation. For the 24 . 33 knot calculation for the 5% side 
hull, the last residual coefficient plotted for volumetric 
coefficient equal to 2 5xlO"'-3 was used . Based on the curves 
12 
presented for other volumetric coefficients this value appears 
'::0 be a reasonable approximation for the residual coefficient 
at 24 . 33 knots and should result in a value that is only 
slightly below what the actual value would be . 
The smaller side hulls, 0 . 775, 1%, and 2%" have volumetric 
coefficients of O.433x10 "- 3, 0.489x10 A -3, and 0 . 978x10" - 3 
respectively. The Taylor Series' lowes:. volumetric 
coefficient is lx10"-3; the residual resistance coefficient 
for this value was used for the 0.775, 1%" , and 2 \ side hull 
EHP calculations. This wil l result in an overestimation of 
EHP for these thr ee size side hulls . 
SERIES 64 
Series 64 consists of tes:.s of high speed displacement 
forms evaluated at speed-to-Iength ratios up to 5.0 . The 
series was conducted to accumulate data at h igh speed - to-
length ratios since mOS t earlier :.ests did not exceed ratios 
of two. In the series, residual resistance coefficients are 
provided for three beam-to - draf:. va lues (2, 3, and 4) over 
several displacement-to - Iength ratios. All models tested in 
the series had a prismatic coefficient of 0 . 63 . For this 
t hesis, Series 64 displacement - to-length ratios were converted 
to volumetric coefficients to enable Series 64 data to be used 
in the same manner as the Taylor Series. 
1. Center Hull 
The center hull EHP for the :.hree speeds was also 
calculated utilizing Series 64 data . The hull's prismatic 
l3 
coefficient of 0.7 is slightly higher than the 0.63 of Series 
64. Other parameters of the center hull match well to Series 
64 allowing for residual resistance coefficients to be 
directly estimated. 
2. Side Hulls 
The side hulls' small size fit nicely to Series 64 data. 
The smaller dlsplacement-to-Iength ratios converted to four 
volumetric coefficients below 1)(10"'-3 , the smallest being 
0 .52)(10"'-3. This small value matched very well with those of 
the 0.775 and 1% side hulls. Series 64' s largest 
displacement-to- length ratio yielded a volumetric coefficient 
of 1. 92x10"' -3. Residual resistance coefficients obtained from 
this value were used for the 4%" and 5% side hulls. Series 
64's broad range of speeds {speed-to-Iength ratios up to five 
are provided} enabled this series to be used for side hull 
speeds of 30 knots, speed-to-length of 2.47 (Fr~O. 73). 
IV. RESULTS 
As expected, side hull EHP increases with greater side 
hull d isplacement ; howeve r analysis of t he results shows that 
there may be attractive benefits t.o the ship designer from 
increased side hull size. As side hull displacement is 
increased to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 percent of center hull 
displacement this corresponds to side hull displacements that 
are 129, 258, 387, 516, and 645 percent of the baseline s ide 
hull displacement. The larger disp lacemeno;: side hulls have 
volumes that are 113 , 226, 339, 452, and 565 percent of the 
baseline. This additional volume and displacement may enhance 
the already mentioned attractions of a trimaran. EHP values 
are tabulated on Table 2; while EHP, volume, and surface area 
values a s a percent of the baseline are tabulated in Table 3 
for each side hull variation. 
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Table 2. E ffective Horsepowe r (EHP ) 
* Sid e hu ll values are for one s ide hu l l. 
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Tabl e 3 . Percent of Baseline Design . 
E!-iP and EHP/ ton va l u es are fo r o n e side hUll. 
Figure 5 shows that as displacement increases [;0 does 
EHP. 
Figure 5. Single (;ide hull EHP VB side hull pe rcentage based 
on Taylor Series. 
This increase is due to the increase in surface area and 
residual resistance coefficient, the latter having the greater 
effe ct . The combination of the EHP values for side hulls and 
the center hull is pre(;ented in Fig. 6. 
,§-10800 
r--
;. l7~n I 
Q 24 33kn 
20°%5 :'. --c3:-----::"3.S:-----:---;-;-- -;-
5Ing le siclP dis;,> ~~ _ cI cerller I' ll" d,sO 
Figure 6. vs Side Hul l D~s'fllacemcnt Percentage Based 
Series . 
The figure shows that ship J::IIP increases as displacement 
inc~eases, as expected. A more interesting presenta ti on of 
the results is ?ig . 7, side :'lull EHP/s ide hull displacement VB 
displacement percentage . 
Figure 7. Single Side Hull EHP/Ton Side Hull Displacement VS 
Side Hull Displacement Percentage Based on Taylor 
Series 
This figure shows that EHP/ton decreases as side hull 
displacement increases. The gain in disp lacemen t ~Clre t han 
offsetG the increase in EHP . Figure 8 is ship EHP/ton o f ship 
displacement vs displacement percentage . 
F i gure (j. D,splao""c," VS Side Hu l l 
Ser ies 
It i s very similar in shape to Fig . 6 however the va l ues 
show an i nt e rc-,sting trend Th~ perc~ntag<.l increClse in " HP/ton 
is muc:h l ess at 24.33 knots than at 17 knots . This f igure 
a lso shows th::lt for a sma l l EHP/ton pena l ty a significant 
illcrease i n side hul l disp l acement is possible . 
SERIES 64 
Side hull EHP vs side hull displacement b ased on series 
64 calculations are shown in Fig. 9. 
Figure 9. Single Side Hull EHP Vs Side Hu l l Displacement 
Percentage Based on Series 64 
EHP i ncreases with di splacement; however the percentage 
incr.ea,o;e. {or 30 knots is less Lhan for 17 or 24 . 33 knots . The 
plo t: of ship EHP vs side hull displacement percentage, Fig. 
la, a lso shows this t.rend. 
--= ~ .. ··=:-·1 
~~. ~d 
2 2 5 :; 3 5 4 4.5 5 
51" g le s ide ~ IS P a ~ .'Q cl center h ,"it disp 
F igure 10 . shi.p EH P Vs Side Hull Displacement Percenta.ge Based 
0 :1 Series 64 
The percentage increase in EHP Ls l':tueh less as speed 
increases, although the magnitude of t:le increase i s higher as 
speed j ncreases. 
F igure 11 , side hull EEP/side h'...l11 displacement: 
di~placement_ peycentage, aga i:1 shows that EHP/ton drop8 and 
t hen clill'bs slowly as d i splacement increases. 
-~-~----- " 
nulld isp 
Figure 11. Single Side Hull EHP/Ton Side Hull Displacement Vs 
Side Hul l Displacement Percentage Based on Series 64 
However, Series 64 calculations show that the curve then 
drops . Th is tr-end may be attributed to the r-esidudl 
resistance coefficient being based on a lower value of 
volumetr-ic coefficient than the actual value for the four and 
fi ve percent displacement calculations. Ship EfiP/ship 
d i splac c.me nt: vs displacemen t: percent:age, Figure 1.2, shows that 




Slngl~ sideh lJ ll dlsp C.S r ercc nl oj center ' lLill J ISp 
Figure 12 . ESP/Ton Silip Di splacement Vs Side Hul l 
Percentage Based on series 64 
Analysis of ca lcll l ations based on TayJor se ries and 
Se r ies 64 shows thaL an inc rease in side hull displace ment to 
one t o t hre e percent of center hull displaceme n t wi ll y~e ld 
much grea ter side hull volume a nd d i splacemen t wi th a small 
horsepower penalt y . Both se r ies show that the percentage 
increase in EHP due to increased displacement is less at 
higher speeds, although the magni tudes of EHP are higher. 
Side hull EHP calculations suggest that the Series 64 parent 
form may be more e f ficient than the Taylor Series parent . 
direct comparison of ship EHP based on the two series was not 
performed due to t he difference between the two series for 
center hull EHP and the effect this had on values. The 
results of calculations suggest that by inc r easing side hull 
size the ship designer may gain significantly more volume and 
displacement while incurring a small power penalty. 
v. INTERFERENCE 
Interference is typically defined as the combining of the 
divergent and t.ransverse wave systems of a hull . In this work 
it is used to describe the combining of effects of one hull's 
wave system with another's. Interference may be negative , the 
ship's resistance is less than the sum of the hulls 
individually; or positive, t.he ship's resistance is greater 
than the sum of its hulls individually. To investigate the 
effects of interference on the trimaran a search of r elevant 
work was conducted. The literature search yielded little 
published work on trimarans, however catamarans and SWATHS 
were we ll documented, a l though primarily at lower Froude 
numbers. 
The interference experienced by catamarans is divided 
into two parts; viscous and wave. Viscous interference is due 
to asymmetric flow about a hull caused by the presence of the 
other hull and the effect this has on the boundary layer and 
the f ormation of vortices (lnsel 1992). Tnsel found that 
viscous interference is more a function of length - to-beam 
ratio than speed or hull separation with long slender hulls 
preferred . 
Catamardns ~xperi~nce WClve interfer~nce as described 
above . Typically negative interference is the result of the 
cancelling of part of the divergent wave system while positive 
interference stems from the interactions of transverse sys tems 
27 
(Everest 1968) . Wave interference is a function of speed and 
separation of a particular set of hulls. Many reports have 
concluded that larger separation distances yield reduced wave 
interference. Insel, Everest (1968), and Tasaki (1963) 
determined that negative interferen ce was possible in the 
range O. 3<Fn<O.4 when hull separation was approximately 30-35% 
of hull l ength; however, at other speeds interference would be 
positive . Insel a l so described how the humps and hollows of 
the resistance versus Proude Number curve can be moved by 
changing the length- to - beam ratio and hull separation. He 
a l so found that above a certain speed interference is 
independent of length-to- beam ratio and hull separation. 
Insel (1992), Everest (1968), and Tasaki (1963) were able 
to accurately predict the Proude region in which negative 
interference was possible, but theoretical calculations 
overpredicted what was achieved experimentally. Tasaki (1962) 
found that asymmetrical hulls (inner surfaces were flat) are 
inferior to symmetrical hulls with regard to interference. He 
also concluded that the ratio of resistance increase caused by 
interference to individual hull resistance is not affected by 
draft. 
The trimaran's novel ty is shown by the lack of published 
work. Everest found that the location of side hulls in 
rclat.ion to the center hull, particularly fore - aft placement, 
will determine the positive or negative effects of 
interference. Cudmore (as presented by Andrews (1995)) has 
28 
probably performed the most useful body of work. He performed 
model tests in which side hull fore-aft location and 
separation was varied. His results were reported as showing 
that the added resistance due to interference was generally 
10% of the sum of the hulls' individual resistances, only 
occasionally more and sometimes less; and this increased 
resistance appeared to be more apparent above 20 knots . 
Although the model used by Cudmore is not like this design, 
its long slender center hull and fine side hulls are most 
likely similar enough to apply his resultsas a first - order 
approxi mat ion. 
The basic difference between catamarans and trimarans is 
the long center hull and its resulting wave system. How this 
wave system affects the side hulls is largely unknown. It is 
possible to design a trimaran so that negative interference is 
present . However, it is much more likely that design 
considerations of stability, overall size, and weight will 
dictate the location of the side hulls. How this unique 
trimaran is affected by interference is unknown . There is 
little available research on trimarans. Based on what is 
available, it seems reasonable that interference will result 
in an additional 10% in EHP above individual bare hull values 
and that a design for negative interference may be 
impractical, although neutral interference at a single speed 
may be possible. 
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VI. CONCLUS I ONS 
The trima:::-an analyzed here is a unique design whose wide 
beam, stability, and potentially enhanced survivability make 
it an attractive warship . The pr i mary conclusion of this 
thesis is: 
• That a small increase in side hull displacement wi l l 
achieve significantly more usab l e volume with o n l y a 
small EHP penalty, predominantly at higher speeds . 
Other conc l usions are; 
• Based on available work, i nterference effects generally 
resu lt in the addi t ion of approximately 10 % to the 
ship's EHP above the sum of the hulls' individual EHPs. 
• While it may be possible to design for negative o r 
neutral interference at a specified speed; other design 
considerations such as stabi li ty, overall size, and 
weight. will most likely govern decisions . 
• Keeping the side hulls as fine as possible permits low 




Based on the research and analysis performed during this 
thesis, it is r ecommended that: 
• For this model consider combining thc use of t he Taylor 
Standard Series for center hull EH P predictions and 
series 64 for side hull predictions at all speeds. 
• Continue to investigate the effects of interference 
using Renyolds -averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) or another 
Computational Fluid DynamiCS (CPO) code . 
• Perform model tests on the baseline design and 
variations suggested by RANS work to investigate the 
effects of side hull size, separation, and placement . 

APPENDIX: COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS 
Computer modeling of ships is a very attractive prospect: 
the thought that a few hours on a computer could replace the 
enormous cost of time and money in tow tanks is appealing. 
Although computational flu i d dynamics has not reached this 
point, it may be a useful tool to the designer. In an attempt 
to determine how interference would affect EHP, the use of a 
Reynolds-averaged Navier - Stokes (RANS) code was investigated. 
The RANS code used was developed by the Iowa Institute of 
Hydrau l ic Research (The university of Iowa) sponsored by the 
Office of Naval Research. It so l ves the Reynolds - averaged 
Navier - Stokes and continuity equations using the Baldwin - Lomax 
turbu l ence model. The code can be used to determine 
frictional and pressure coeffic i ents and the wake and wave 
system at steady state. The code can also take into account 
the effects of a propeller. 
Although time precluded obtaining presentable results; it 
is believed that the use of this or a similar code would prove 
useful. Different side hu l l sizes and locations (hul l 
separat i on, fore-aft position) may be tried on a computer to 
determine which variation warrants tow tank testing. This may 
reduce the cost and complexity of model testing. 
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